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Abstract

In Wireless telecardiology applications, an ECG signal

is often transmitted without any patient details which are

often supplied separately as clear text. This allows the pos-

sibility of confusion of link between signal and identity (for

example, with wireless signal collision attacks). ECG data

transmission can be more robustly tied to either patient

identity or other patient meta-data if this meta-data is em-

bedded within the ECG signal itself when sent.

In this paper ECG signals are watermarked with patient

biomedical information in order to confirm patient/ECG

linkage integrity. Several cases have been tested with dif-

ferent degrees of signal modification due to watermarking.

These show its effect on the diagnostic value of the signal

(for example, the PRD as an error measure). It is found

that a marginal amount of signal distortion that is suffi-

cient to hold the patient information, will not affect the

overall quality of the ECG. The proposed system will not

increase the size of host signals, nor change its scaling nor

bandwidth. In addition, its low complexity makes it suit-

able for power-limited wearable computing and sensor-net

applications.

1. Introduction

1.1. Data watermarking

Data watermarking is a relatively old branch in the do-

main of steganography (data hiding). Its main purpose is

to trace the watermarked data as that data is used.

Data watermarking can be used to protect data own-

ership priority, copyright assertions and securely sending

data through unsecured communication channels such as

the Internet or the wireless channels. Data watermark-

ing is defined as the process by which a digital stream

of data called the Watermark, is hidden inside another

stream called the host signal, necessarily ‘damaging’ it.

The amount of data which can be hidden and how it is

hidden depends primarily on the host signal characteristics

and the amount of damage to the host signal that can be

tolerated. This is necessarily a subjective and application-

dependent measure.

For multimedia watermarking, where the primary con-

sumer of the data is human perception, watermark de-

tectability is described in terms of visual or auditory per-

ceptibility. A strongly applied image watermark for exam-

ple would be visible as noise, and would compromise the

visual integrity of the host image. How much compromise

is considered acceptable is subjective and application-

dependent.

1.2. The wireless sensor-net context

In recent years, there has been much work in telemoni-

toring - typically involving transmission of data in a wire-

less form. Such medical data needs to be protected from

changes - deliberate or otherwise - during its online trans-

mission. The various image modalities (Xray, ECG, EKG,

MRI, PET, ...) all having unique data properties and for-

mats, need also to be watermarked in a wireless health care

system. In our paper, we discuss one such modality: the

ECG signal.

In a typical wireless telemonitoring scenario, a patient

wears wireless sensors capable of reading samples of ECG,

temperature, blood pressure, etc. In general, these data

streams are sent separately to the hospital. In our scenario,

different biomedical information will be watermarked in-

side the ECG signal in a patient’s PDA device. then sent

wirelessly to a central server, where the server can check

the watermarked signal and extract the meta-information

hidden within the signal. The server will then distribute the

received de-assembled information to e-doctors (eg. doc-

tors who are roaming around with mobile devices) that can

take quick action according to its priority [1].

In this scenario, the watermarking algorithm must pre-

serve the main features of the ECG signal as shown in fig-

ure 1 for a typical normal and abnormal ECG. Moreover,

it must guarantee that diagnosing the ECG signal can be

done directly without removing the watermark. The wa-

termark must thus ideally be invisible on a trace.

For the purpose of watermarking, it was deemed best to

retain the signal closest to its original sampled form and
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not rely on absolute measures. Figure 1(b) shows this

graphically. Observe the large overall dip in the normal

signal close to the start.
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Figure 1. (a) VT ECG sample (b) Normal ECG sample

1.3. Other work

There has some specific application of watermarks to

ECG data. Kong and Feng [2] describe three watermarking

techniques popular in 2001 applied to EEG signals: Ben-

der’s Patchwork [3], van Schyndel’s LSB [4], and Chen’s

QIM [5] watermarking methods. Each was inserted using

a pseudorandom scrambling key. The watermark was de-

signed as a ‘1-bit’ watermark: it was either detected, or

not. Our method is a combination of the QIM and LSB

methods, but the watermark contains a message, and there

is no attempt at encryption, although its incorporation is

straightforward.

In line with the sophisticated techniques introduced

more recently, Engin, idam, and Zeki [6] implemented a

wavelet based watermarking technique for ECG signals.

In their work, they wavelet-decomposed the ECG signal up

to level 3 to divide the ECG signal into 8 bands, then com-

puted the average power for each scale and used the cal-

culated power as threshold parameters to select sub-bands

to add to the watermark, according to the threshold value.

Finally they took an inverse DWT to reconstruct the wa-

termarked ECG signal. While their algorithm is robust, its

data-carrying capacity is limited. Similarly Kaur et al [7]

described in 2010 a Chirp-signal based watermark which

can self-synchronise, but again, its capacity is limited. in

this case to a 15 digit numeric code.

By contrast, Nambakhsh and Ahmadian [8], used the

ECG signal itself as an embedded watermark message, and

injected it inside medical CT and MRI images. Anand and

Niranjan had attempted the same thing in 1998 [9] These

might both facilitate fusion of the ECG data set with the

patient data set, for example.

In all the above techniques. the algorithms involve

high computation complexity. Since some data transfor-

mation must be performed, these operations requires high

resources and will produce delay.

Our sensor-net applications may involve ’motes’ with

extremely limited resources and power (for example in

wearable computing applications), so a simpler power- and

bandwidth-preserving technique is required for the data-

gathering and watermarking process.

In this paper we will use a variation on a Quantisation

Index Modulation (QIM) watermarking technique devel-

oped by Brian Chen and Greg Wornell at MIT [5], to pre-

serve bandwidth and decrease the size of transmitted infor-

mation as much as possible. We analysed the ECG signal

to find how many bits per sample that we can use for wa-

termarking. To achieve this goal, we used a standard Per-

centage Residual Difference as an unbiased error measure

between the original ECG and the watermarked ECG [10].

In order to establish a simple initial benchmark for di-

agnostic fidelity, we describe a simple model for the ECG

fiducial points introduced by Sufi and Khalil [11].

This paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we dis-

cuss the basic system, Signal transformation and water-

marking process. Next, in section 3 we show the results of

PRDs for different number of embedded bits per sample.

Finally, we conclude in section 4 with some application

notes.

2. The methodology

Our proposed model for ECG watermarking consists of

2 stages. as shown in figure 2. The first stage is respon-

sible of signal pre-processing, which consists of a simple

linear transform of the form

X̄ = ⌊mX + c⌋ (1)

where X is a raw unscaled ECG vector, m and c are a

scalar multiplier and offset and X̄ is the resultant scaled

signal ECG signal, truncated to the nearest integer, if nec-

essary. The selection of m, c are dependant on the ECG

acquisition device (eg. the resolution of the analog to dig-

ital converter), and perhaps the data type of the incoming

data stream (which may not need to be calibrated, but will

need to be shape-preserving).

The second stage of the proposed model is the water-

marking process, After the scaling, an LSB watermarking

algorithm is selected, because of its simplicity in imple-

mentation inside the sensor nodes. It can be shown that

through optimal selection of scaling and truncation, the
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Figure 2. Block Diagram for the Proposed ECG detection

system

LSB approach coincides with the QIM approach, but it is

much simpler (and less flexible) than full QIM.

This LSB algorithm can be implemented as a series of

OR and AND operations and its purely hardware imple-

mentation is feasible.

The least significant n bits of the scaled result are then

watermarked with sequential bits in the watermark stream.

Let X be the host signal, and b is the watermark bit ex-

tracted from the watermark bit stream. then the watermark-

ing operation can be summarized as shown in eq 2

X̂ =

{
(X ∧ 1) ∨ 1 if b=1

(X ∧ 1) ∨ 0 if b=0
(2)

Comparison of the resulting watermarked signal with

the original signal is performed using a simple Euclidean

error-distance: the Percentage Residual Difference (PRD),

in common use for ECG measurements, as shown in eq 3.

PRD =

√√√√√√√√√√

N∑

i=1

(x̄i − x̂i)
2

N∑

i=1

x̄2

i

(3)

where x̄ represents the scaled ECG signal, and x̂ represents

the watermarked signal.

3. Results

We collected 81 ECG segments from The Creighton

University Ventricular Tachyarrhythmia Database [12].

Each ECG segment was 10 seconds long and had a sam-

pling rate of 250Hz. Therefore, the total number of sam-

ples in each segment is 2500 samples.

Using the procedure discussed earlier, and by comparing

the watermarked ECGs with the original ECGs for differ-

ent number of bits, we get figure 3 which represents the

avarage PRD calculated for up to 9-bits. The figures show

the difference error increasing linearly with 2n for n bits

of watermark. When the watermark is less then 5 bits the

differences are negligible (less than 1%).

3.1. Numerical value

Table 1 and figure 3 shows the average PRDs, for

different number of bits, for a normal ECG, one with

Table 1. Average PRD for 1-9 bits for 3 kinds of ECG

Numb Bits Normal (%) VT (%) PVC (%)

1-bit 0.012 0.0025 0.0071

2-bit 0.0224 0.0253 0.0828

3-bit 0.0623 0.0534 0.1753

4-bit 0.1458 0.1084 0.3624

5-bit 0.3169 0.2174 0.7206

6-bit 0.6555 0.4320 1.4666

7-bit 1.3259 0.8425 2.9431

8-bit 2.6880 1.7008 5.9498

9-bit 5.4193 3.3748 11.9136
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Figure 3. The relation of average PRD and number of bits

Ventricular Tachycardia, and one with PVC, all from the

Creighton University database [12].

The source data was scaled such that the total distance

represents full resolution for the sampling device used (-

10V..10V = 12 bits nominal = -2047..2048 integer range)

For 12 bits, a maximum error in bit 4 (for example if

x = 1023 =⇒ x̄ = 1008 ) represents maximally

15/4096 = −24dB intensity difference between signal

and noise which is about the upper bound of detectabil-

ity on a screen. Hence, for a 12 bit per sample signal, up

to 4 bits can be used for watermarking.

For a 10 second sample at 250Hz, we can maximally

store 10000 bits or 1250 bytes of data. In practice, we

would need to include synch code, a convolutional code

framework, and error control and correction, so a more

typical capacity with good robustness would be around 200

bytes.

3.2. Diagnostic value

To address the diagnostic value of these samples, we

need to remember that in a wearable computing sensor-

net environment, we are unlikely to have precise control or

calibrated data, so a pattern-matching approach to cardiac

pathology would need to be employed.

As can be seen in figure 1, it is self-evident in the style

of watermarking used, that any changes will not result

in any sample timing changes, so the t coordinate of the
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points PQRST are not altered. The sample value is altered

according to the maximum bit level used.

Appendix 1 shows the three types of ECG for normal,

VT and PVC types of ECG. As can be seen, the overall

shape of the signal is not changed, even for up to 9 bits of

watermark embedded data.
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Figure 4. ECG watermarked signal for normal ECG

4. Conclusion and future work

Because ECG signal dumps over long periods of time

can be enormous in size [11], it can be used as a host to

carry other biomedical information watermarked inside it,

as the size of information needed to be transferred wire-

lessly increases in health care systems and patient moni-

toring system.

Therefore, a bandwidth preserving technique is pre-

sented in this paper, where we showed that changing some

parts of the ECG signal will not affect the overall utility

of the ECG signal. Also we used watermark to embed the

information inside the ECG signal which can be imple-

mented in real time monitoring systems and does not add

to overall transmission bandwidth.

While we did not include any physical security layering

that could be applied - instead relying on mewssage en-

cryption to perform the task, we presented some variations

on our approach which can be used for a simple securty

through obfuscation.

Om future, we intend to extend the physical security as-

pect, with a rogorous security layer, bearing in mind the

low-complexity requirement of our application domain.
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